WHY DOES MY BUSINESS NEED
D I G I TA L M A R K E T I N G I N 2 0 1 8 ?

DIGITAL MARKETING IS CRITICAL TO SUCCESS
IN TODAY’S BUSINESS WORLD
Being present online is no longer enough. You must engage your customers and prospects. To make the most
of your digital marketing investment, it is imperative to create helpful, intriguing, innovative, and unique
content that grabs your target’s attention…when their attention span is often just a matter of seconds. Many
customers in most industries—B2B, as well as B2C—are receiving information through different channels
today. It is no longer effective to rely strictly on traditional marketing tactics: print ads, print collateral, TV,
radio, batch emails, purchased database lists, and others. The game has changed. Digital technology and
emerging social channels have forever transformed the way people receive and respond to information.

PUTTING DIGITAL MARKETING TO WORK FOR
YOUR BUSINESS
First of all, let’s get one thing straight: digital marketing is complex. It can seem overwhelming to many
businesses. No one-person marketing department can do it all—at least not well. There are too many areas
of specialization. It takes a team of experts working together to ensure success. It is absolutely critical that
companies find an agency that can do it all—both traditional and digital marketing—under one roof. And
do it well. Don’t settle for just an “interactive firm” or a “design boutique” because they may be limited, that is
to say, unable, to deliver the comprehensive solutions you need to grow and succeed. Companies must find
an integrated agency that has a complete arsenal of industry experts in the following: strategy, branding,

BENEFITS OF DIGITAL MARKETING

design, writing, ongoing content generation, social media, email marketing, search engine optimization

More precise, targeted solutions

(SEO), search engine marketing (SEM), behavioral marketing, research/analytics, web development, and

Flexible, expansive reach

marketing automation. That’s a lot of stuff. But a seasoned digital agency will have the knowledge and

Efficient and cost-effective

expertise to put digital marketing to work for you—building awareness, driving new leads, and converting
leads to sales. Make sure you work with a team who has the fundamentals down and fully incorporates the

More engaging, two-way communication (with audience)

following steps to build your digital presence.

Responsive, or adaptive, to multiple devices

WHERE SHOULD YOU BEGIN? WITH YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE(S)

Immediate, real-time communication

The very first step is to consider some basic questions about your targets.

Helpful and educational, customer-benefit focused
Of course these are broad generalizations. As with any marketing initiative, it is critical to consider your
audience(s) and determine what the precise mix of digital and traditional tactics is in order to achieve your
objective. And, to be clear, there certainly are many occasions in which clients will need a mix of both: true
integrated marketing across relevant channels and media platforms. There is no denying, however, the
opportunities that digital marketing provides, especially with the constant evolution of technology. Digital
marketing enables brands to reach audiences when and where they consume information on the go, in
real time. And because it’s transparent and trackable, digital marketing allows you to collect critical data
to determine precisely what’s working and what’s not, and adjust accordingly. Most importantly, digital
communication should be ongoing—a consistent, fluid stream of information that is both anticipatory and
responsive to ever-changing customer needs.
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1. Are you marketing to individuals (B2C) or other businesses (B2B)?
2. Where does this audience spend its time online? Which social media platforms do they use?
3. What challenges related to your target audience does your product or service solve?
4. How do you help them reach their goals?
You can certainly dive much deeper into the demographics, motivations, and preferences of your target
audience. Typically, FUEL would organize this data to create marketing personas, hypothetical individuals
who represent a larger audience of similar prospects. If you’re just getting started and don’t have a lot of
time or resources, these questions alone are enough to get you moving in the right direction. Just like we
would constantly refine a marketing persona, you can continue to build on this data as you learn more
about your audience through research and your own tests and analyses.
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DEVELOP YOUR BRAND VOICE
When we talk about brand voice, we’re talking about the look, feel, and personality of your brand. In recent
years, there have been some major shifts in branding. Brands/businesses no longer have complete control
over their message—or how their brand is perceived. Customers now control the dialog—emphasis on

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING FACTS

dialog, two-way conversation. Customers don’t want to be sold or lectured to. They want to be heard and
understood. Most of all, they want answers and solutions that help them. The best opportunity you have

With advances in technology, mobile in particular, social media has forever altered the way people

to drive prospects and customers is to engage them in active in conversations about your brand on the

consume information. Customers and prospects have more options than ever before. For any business to be

platforms and channels they frequent. Today, that usually means you will need a digital marketing strategy

successful today, it is critical to know which social platforms your target audiences prefer. Equally important,

to not only find them, but reach them. Above all, you’ll want to make sure that your brand voice speaks

is delivering helpful, engaging content that interests your targets and benefits them in some way. First of all,

to your audience in a way that will resonate with them. The voice of a company that sells skateboards is

let’s take a look at some interesting statistics regarding social media.

going to be very different from the voice of an investment-banking firm, and so on.

Social Media Marketing isn’t going anywhere—in fact, it’s set to grow.

WHAT CONSTITUTES YOUR BRAND VOICE?
1. How you position your company to prospects and customers
Are you authoritative or friendly? Are you humble or is your brand purposefully outspoken about how great
your products and services are? Are you the expert in your industry, the cheapest supplier, or something
else? What makes your company unique?

2. The language you use
Is your messaging full of complex jargon, or do you write in a simple, easy-to-read style? Do you sometimes
use slang or strictly proper English? Is your content fun or informative or a mix of both?

3. Your imagery
Do your photos feature happy, smiling people, beautiful landscapes, or a unique drawn art style? Regardless
of the subject of a photo, what consistent theme do all of your images convey? Is it action and excitement,
peace and tranquility, family fun, or an underlying sense of impending dread?

4. How you approach your ultimate goals
Do your calls to action come on strong, asking for the sale right out of the gate? Or are you marketing a
lifestyle (that your product enables) and not talking specifically about product attributes until prospects are
further along in the sales funnel? To a customer or prospect, this will be perceived as your brand being fun,
helpful, or salesy, depending on your approach.

5. Speaking to your prospects’ needs and desires
What your company does well (sales and/or services) is relevant only insofar as it speaks to your target
audience’s specific needs and desires. That presupposes that you understand them and know what’s
important to them. Your job, if you want to be successful, is to align your company’s strengths with your

64%
46%
40%
56%
9.1x
80%
75%

of people use social to find inspiration for shopping (up 51% vs. prior year). This
trend is driven by retailers targeting consumers with personalized offers and deals
on social networks.
nearly half of social media users are already using social platforms while thinking
about making a purchase.
of users are actively deciding what to buy based on what they have seen on social
media platforms, including reviews and recommendations, and this is only set to grow.
of US small- and medium-sized businesses on Facebook say they have increased
sales because of the platform.
On Facebook, desktop ads have 8.1x higher click-through rates and mobile ads
have 9.1x higher click-through rates than normal web ads.

of B2B leads from social channels come from LinkedIn

of Instagram users take an action after viewing an Instagram advertising post

audience’s needs, and deliver that message in a credible, authentic way that will be well-received.
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FACEBOOK MARKETING 101
ORGANIC SOCIAL REACH IS STILL ALIVE, THOUGH STEADILY DECLINING.
Want to increase reach? Pay-to-Play is the only way.
You’ve now got to pay to get through the noise. To maximize post impressions–even to reach your own
fans and followers–the algorithms favor those who pay-to-play. When Facebook adjusted its News Feed
algorithm to further prioritize content from friends and family over business pages, the social networking
giant’s engineering director warned that business pages could anticipate a dip in organic reach - which
could leave reach lower than 2%. Paid social advertising allows you to target and reach qualified prospects
that wouldn’t see your ad if it were merely an organic post.

IT’S ALL ABOUT CREATING GOOD DIGITAL CONTENT
That’s the name of the game—generating high-quality, pertinent information for your customers and
prospects that will make their lives easier or more fulfilling.

FACT:
Effective digital marketing will radically enhance your company’s ability to reach new prospects,
turn them into customers, and build loyalty.

SOCIAL HAS GONE MOBILE: 90% OF ALL TRAFFIC ON FACEBOOK IS FROM
MOBILE DEVICES.
Businesses can no longer neglect the mobile experience—it’s critical to filling the sales funnel
at various stages.
Customers convert more often on desktop, but strong mobile traffic correlates with strong conversion rates.
People are searching and considering purchases on mobile devices, then going to their desktops to make
the purchase.

In today’s world, digital marketing is the single most effective and efficient way to grow your business.
Period. What’s more, businesses that do not master digital marketing at some level will be left behind. The
reason being simply, your customers receive information and respond to communication differently today
than they did even a few years ago.

CREATE DIGITAL CONTENT OFTEN—AND WITH PURPOSE
Every piece of digital content you create should pass a simple test–if I were in my target audience, would
I want to read or watch this or learn more about it? Content needs to be interesting, engaging, and either
entertaining or useful, and sometimes both. It can’t just be about your business. It has to benefit your target

LIVE VIDEO IS A GAME-CHANGER IN THE SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING SCENE.

audiences in some way. Here are a few tips.

Live video content is deemed more compelling by many browsing their feed for the latest news
and happenings. Live video is associated with urgency and immediacy.

1. Find opportunities to repurpose content. This digital report is a great example of putting this
strategy to work. We created multiple blogs and shot live video of us addressing various topics and
answering questions. We then included some of these topics and tips in this report.

• Facebook Live use has increased by 330% since its rollout.
• Facebook Live drives more than 32 billion daily video views
• Facebook Live videos are watched 3x longer than video content that isn’t live
• Users engage with Facebook Live videos at a rate 10x higher than non-live video content
• Since 2016, daily watch time for Facebook Live has increased by 400%, and Facebook reports that 1 in 5
videos are live.

2. Make opportunities for your followers to create content for you. This could be asking them to
film a short video about an interaction with your business. Or perhaps create something more abstract that
you can tie back into your business. It could also be as simple as asking them to use a branded hashtag in a
social media post.

3. Utilize the power of video. In 2014, Facebook videos had 135% higher organic (free!) reach than
photos and up to 7x the engagement. Looking at our clients’ metrics today, that trend has only accelerated
over the last three years. If you still aren’t leveraging video in your digital marketing, then you’re missing
out–and you are extremely late to the party.
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ANALYZE KEY METRICS AND DATA TO FIND
OUT WHAT WORKS
Perhaps the best thing about digital marketing is the fact that it is measurable and transparent. Any
reputable marketing company should be able to give you regular monthly or weekly reporting and analytics
to let you know how effective your various messages and tactics are. As a result, you can continually revise and
update your strategy to take advantage of platforms or messaging that works optimally with your audience(s).
Here are three simple ways you can learn more about your target audience from social media metrics:

Create a baseline for your key performance indicators (KPIs).
To build a simple baseline, just create a spreadsheet tracking the key metrics you care most about—reach,
post engagement, engagement rate, new likes, link clicks to your website, video views, etc.—and record
these metrics for four weeks. Keep updating the spreadsheet at the end of each week and keep a running
average of the last four weeks. Now you have a baseline that grows with you as you improve, and you know
at a glance whether a post was effective or not.

4 THINGS DIGITAL MARKETING WILL DO FOR
YOUR BUSINESS
DID YOU KNOW?

1) Find new, qualified prospects
This is the biggest nut that most companies have to crack—finding new
customers. The business world is more competitive than ever. Technology has
expanded the playing field and made it more difficult to grow market share in
many industries. Digital marketing is one of the best ways to stay ahead of the
competition by finding new, often untapped, target audiences: legitimate, high-

gives you an idea of what your audience is most interested in. It doesn’t mean that you should only post
about those topics. You should always be experimenting with new types of content, but it does mean that
you should make those top performing categories a permanent piece of your content mix.

OF INDIVIDUALS

LEAVE A WEBSITE
BEFORE CONVERTING

quality leads that need/want/crave what you have to offer. A seasoned team of
digital marketers cannot only identify where your “hidden” prospects are, but
they can devise effective tactics to get their attention and win them over.

2) Turn prospects into customers
Identifying and locating prospective customers and new target segments is only
part of the battle. Your company must successfully engage them on their own

On a monthly basis, look back at your categories to see which types of ads or posts performed best. This

96%

terms. The hard sell will not work. Digital marketing allows you to reach out to
these prospects and nurture them throughout the entire sales cycle—regardless

49%

OF INDIVIDUALS

VISIT A SITE 2-4
TIMES BEFORE THEY
ACTUALLY MAKE A
PURCHASE

of where they enter. New technology, interactive platforms, and social channels
make it possible to develop these leads at every step by: 1) engaging them with
helpful information, 2) offering them the solutions they’re looking for, and 3)
building their trust. While all three of these are important, the latter, especially,
is critical to securing a new customer. Effective digital marketing enables you
to begin a genuine dialog with your prospects that will ultimately convert into
actual sales.

OVER

70%

OF ONLINE
SHOPPING CARTS
ARE ABANDONED

60%

OF ITEMS IN
CUSTOMERS
SHOPPING CARTS
DO NOT GET
PURCHASED
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4 THINGS DIGITAL
MARKETING WILL DO
FOR YOUR BUSINESS

DIGITAL FACTS

(CONTINUED)

MEDIA SPENDING HAS BEEN AFFECTED BY THE
RISE OF DIGITAL

ACQUIRING NEW CUSTOMERS
is anywhere from

3) Build long-term loyalty

5–25X

With so many businesses focused on lead generation,
it’s easy to forget about customers after the sale.
customers and ensure their satisfaction. But ignoring

MORE EXPENSIVE
THAN RETAINING CUSTOMERS
depending on industry

them is a huge mistake—one that digital marketing

*ICLP

After all, it takes time to reach out to new or existing

can help you correct. A savvy digital team can
help you automate or customize digital emails and
communication that seeks to reward your customers,
elicit their feedback, or upsell them with new offers and

INCREASING CUSTOMER RETENTION
BY JUST 5% BOOSTS PROFITS BY

25–95%

services. Most customers simply want to be heard and

81%

OF ONLINE
SHOPPERS

CONDUCT ONLINE
RESEARCH
BEFORE BUYING

*Retailing Today

60%

61%

OF CONSUMERS

OF SHOPPERS

START THEIR
RESEARCH ON A
SEARCH ENGINE
BEFORE HEADING
TO A SPECIFIC
WEBSITE

READ REVIEWS
BEFORE MAKING
A PURCHASE

*eConsultancy

3

ONLINE STORES
ON AVERAGE

ARE VISITED BY
CONSUMERS BEFORE
MAKING A PURCHASE

*Retailing Today

*Retailing Today

depending on industry

feel appreciated. Digital marketing is a great way to
stay in front of them and let them know you care. That,

*Bain & Co

of course, leads to true loyalty and advocacy—not to
mention repeat business.

ENGAGED CUSTOMERS ARE

5X

4) Become more efficient and profitable
Perhaps the best feature to digital marketing is its
transparency. Everything can be tracked and analyzed.

US TOTAL MEDIA AD SPENDING SHARE, BY MEDIA, 2014-2020

MORE LIKELY TO BUY ONLY FROM
THE SAME BRAND IN THE FUTURE

When we say everything, we mean everything: AdWords,

*Rosetta Consulting

banners, paid ads, sponsored posts, landing pages,
automated emails, page views, special offers, and so on. If
an agency tells you they can’t track analytics or show you
detailed data, then they are either not qualified or lying.
That’s simply a fact. A seasoned digital agency will produce
and test a number of messages and tactics to leverage what
works and evolve accordingly. This, in turn, will enable you
to be more cost efficient by increasing leads while lowering

HIGHLY-ENGAGED CUSTOMERS
BUY

90%
60%

MORE OFTEN

AND SPEND
per transaction

MORE

*Rosetta Consulting

your cost per click (CPC) or cost per acquisition (CPA). And
that goes straight to your bottom line.
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DIGITAL STATISTICS BY INDUSTRY

DIGITAL STATISTICS BY INDUSTRY (CONTINUED)

Banking & Financial

Retail

· 28% of investment professionals had investigated an issue based on something they had

· 73% of retail and consumer goods companies have acquired a customer through Facebook

seen on Twitter and 12% had made an investment decision after reading Twitter

· 71% of shoppers believe they will get a better deal online than in stores

· 33% of banking and financial services companies have acquired customers from Facebook

· 40% of men and 33% of women aged 18-34 say they would ideally “buy everything online”

· Financial Advisors that blog generate 67% more leads than those that don’t

· 72% of young shoppers research online before purchasing in a store

Hospitality and Tourism

Real Estate

· Hotel guests read 6-12 reviews before making a booking decision

· 90% of home buyers take to the web during their home search

· 98% of visitors to hotels abandon the booking cart

· Google real estate searches have grown 253% over the past four years

· 65% of travelers make same day hotel reservations on a smartphone

· 69% of home shoppers who take action on a real estate website begin by typing a local term into
a search engine

Healthcare
· 62% of smartphone owners have used their phone in the past year to look up information about
a health condition

Manufacturing
· 46% of industrial professionals visit 10 or more work-related websites averaging 6-8 hours weekly

· One in 20 Google searches are for health-related information
· More than 40% of consumers say that information found via social media affects the way they
deal with their health

· 56% of engineers are in the second or third stage of the buying cycle before they make contact with
a vendor, so they rely on digital resources
· 56% of industrial professionals don’t contact a vendor until they compare and evaluate vendors through

· 41% of people said social media would affect their choice of a specific doctor, hospital, or medical facility

supplier website
· 84% of industrial professionals use the Internet to find components, equipment and services

Restaurant

· 74% use the Internet to compare products across suppliers

· 70% of smartphone users view restaurant menus on their phones
· 67% of U.S. consumers are likely to use their smartphone or tablet to look up locations or
directions to a restaurant

Non-Profit
· Nonprofits invested $0.04 in digital advertising for every $1 of online revenue

· 50% of participants became aware of a particular meal through social media

· According to the 2016 Benchmarks Study, the top growing non-profits spend 6x more on online
advertising last year than the average
· Both Microsoft and Google give roughly $1 billion to help non-profits promote their causes
online each year
· 55% of those who engage with non-profits via social media have been inspired to take
further action
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CAUTION: BEWARE OF ALL THE PRETENDERS
Finding the right digital agency is the key to success, and it’s not always easy to do. The reality is there are
plenty of charlatans inhabiting the marketing world who claim to be experts and will say anything to get
your business. You quite likely have had a bad experience with a so-called digital marketer or firm. They
probably attracted you by making all kinds of claims—claims that generally sound too good to be true. For
instance, they may have promised you X amount of leads for minimal investment. Or maybe they said they
can fill your sales funnel in just 30 days. Or perhaps they promised that a $500 website would quadruple
your business over night. Be very wary of such claims because they always ring hollow.

71%

52%

OF IN-STORE SHOPPERS
who use smartphones for research say
their device has become more
important to their
IN-STORE EXPERIENCE
*Google

OF CUSTOMERS
are less likely to engage with
a company because of a
BAD MOBILE EXPERIENCE

*Think with Google

A FINAL BIT OF ADVICE:
Whatever agency you decide to work with, make sure they have the following credentials:
Experience. Expertise. Real-world results. Above all, make sure they can prove it.
In today’s world, digital marketing is the single most effective and efficient way to grow your business.
Period. What’s more, businesses that do not master digital marketing at some level will be left behind. The
reason being simply, your customers receive information and respond to communication differently today
than they did even a few years ago.

FIND OUT HOW DIGITAL MARKETING CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS
We’d love to hear your story and learn about your specific goals and objectives for the short and long term.
Perhaps we can help. And if we aren’t the best fit, we can certainly share our perspective and professional
advice to enable you to find the best solution to grow your company. Just contact Annalynn Barnett at
annalynn@fuelingbrands.com or call 864-627-1676.
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